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 I.  Introduction 
 This is the Security Incident Response Plan for Flowsana that documents the procedures for 
 responding to a security incident. 

 The goal of the Security Incident Response Plan is to provide tools to help technical staff to 
 effectively respond to security incidents, and to minimize any negative impact to operations 
 through a set of detection, analysis and recovery activities. 

 Definitions 

 Breach  - A breach is defined as a security incident that requires notification to affected 
 individuals, where the protected data of the affected individual was, or is reasonably believed to 
 have been, accessed by an unauthorized person. 

 Event  - An event is any observable occurrence on a system or network, e.g. system login, file 
 creation or application transaction. 

 Security Incident  - An event, or series of events, that violates, or is about to violate, company 
 security policies and standards. 

 Protected Data  - Data that is classified as moderate or highly sensitive due to the potential for 
 negative impact to customers or operations if such data is inappropriately accessed. 
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 II.  Incident Response Procedures 

 Fig 1. High Level Incident Response Workflow 

 The high level incident response steps can be summarized in the flowchart above.  The sections 
 below outline detailed procedures for each step. 

 Step 1: Security Incident Confirmation 
 Once a suspicious event is detected, the  Incident  Handler  should start by determining whether 
 suspicious system events constitute a  Security Incident  . 

 ●  Ask the end users to describe the sequence of events, including how they became 
 suspicious and the actions they have taken so far 

 ●  List the devices that are affected, their functions, and the number of users that might be 
 impacted 

 ●  Review the evidence of compromise (email samples, screenshots, suspicious files, etc.) 
 ●  Document any observations and decisions made based upon discussion or evidence 

 analysis 
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 The rationale used to determine whether the suspicious events constitute a  Security Incident 
 must be documented. 

 If the suspicious events are confirmed to be a Security Incident, continue to the next step to 
 Assess Initial Impact. 

 If the suspicious events are one-time computer glitches or user misjudgement, and does not fit 
 the definition of a  Security Incident  , document the  decision and close the incident response 
 process. 

 In cases where the detected event(s) is contributing to system disruption, but is not a result of 
 malicious activities, the incident should be reported to the appropriate support personnel. 

 Step 2: Assess Initial Impact 
 Determine whether data classified as Protected Data may be involved in the security incident by 
 looking for clues about what type of data can be accessed from affected systems and/or 
 credentials. 

 The following are a sample set of questions to help guide the analysis: 

 ●  Do affected systems store Protected Data? 
 ●  Do affected systems have access to network file shares storing Protected Data? 
 ●  Are affected systems being used by users/credentials that have access to Protected 

 Data? 
 ●  Do affected systems have programmatic access to Protected Data? 
 ●  Are affected systems used to access applications storing/processing Protected Data? 

 If the affected system does have direct or indirect access to Protected Data, follow the 
 procedures in the next step to  Escalate to ISO (Information Security Office)  by completing 
 and emailing an intake report, described below. 

 If no Protected Data is involved, skip to Step 5. 

 Step 3: Escalate to ISO 
 For security incident involving Protected Data, the incident should be  escalated to ISO 
 immediately  by emailing support@flowsana.net with the following “Intake report” information: 

 ●  Contact person's name and phone number 
 ●  IP address, hostname and physical location of breached system 
 ●  What types of Protected Data was available on/from the breached host? 
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 ●  Was the data encrypted? If so, how? 
 ●  Describe the impact of the incident (e.g. the number of data records are compromised or 

 the number of users that are affected by unavailable system) 
 ●  Describe the security incident, including a timeline of activities, how the incident was 

 detected, impact (business and technical) of the incident, details of mitigating controls in 
 place such as what data encryption mechanism was used 

 ●  Describe action being taken on the breached system (what’s the state of the system 
 now, etc) 

 Important:  After a security incident is reported to  ISO, do not disconnect or logon to the 
 breached system until instructed by the ISO. 

 Step 4: Support Protected Data Incident Response Activities 
 Once a  Security Incident  is reported to ISO, a Security  Analyst will be immediately assigned to 
 lead the remaining incident response activities going forward. 

 Before taking steps to remove malicious elements and recover affected systems to a normal 
 operational state, the ISO Security Analyst will work to obtain evidence needed to determine 
 whether  Protected Data was inappropriately accessed.  The level of evidence may differ 
 depending on the applicable laws or regulations, but in all cases, the  Incident Handler  will be 
 asked to support any evidence gathering or remediation activities. 

 Step 5: Remediation for Non-Protected Data Systems 
 If the security incident is determined not to involve Protected Data, the  Incident Handler  should 
 proceed with the following steps to return affected systems to a normal operational state: 

 ●  Change passwords of affected users using a non-affected computer 
 ●  If necessary to limit the spread of malware or data leakage, ask the end user to 

 disconnect the affected system from network (e.g., unplug the ethernet cable and/or turn 
 off Wifi connection) 

 ●  If available, collect any operating system or application level audit logs to capture events 
 that show what data was accessed, when the suspicious event started/stopped, and 
 what action was performed 

 ●  Repair affected system 

 Examples of compromises and the corresponding remediation procedures are provided below. 
 Note that depending on the nature of compromise, a combination of remediation procedures 
 may be needed to fully address the cause: 
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 Compromise scenario  Remediation Procedures 

 Malware  ●  For systems compromised by malware, the  Incident 
 Handler  should consider rebuilding the system from 
 scratch 

 ●  For compromised systems where rebuilding is not an 
 option, the  Incident Handler  can follow standard 
 procedures to remove malware 

 Data theft  ●  Remove inappropriate access privileges from rogue or 
 malicious user account 

 Network intrusion 
 attempt 

 ●  Update firewall configuration to restrict network access 
 to exposed services and/or ports 

 Critical additional steps: 

 ●  In any compromise scenario, change the password of affected user accounts 

 ●  If appropriate, after clean-up activities, restore data from backup 

 ●  Patch and configure systems 

 ●  Thoroughly document actions performed and observations made during the incident 
 response process 
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